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TIMEX/$NCtAIR
Tape Loading

n"auce troubleiome dropouts and noise problems

By Tim Stoner

Tnr, Sinclair,/T\mex ZXS|/ 1000 is an

excellent computer for its price' Howev-

er, as a resuli of design compromises

made to keeP the Price low, there are

some shortcomings. The most annoying
of these is the delicate nature of the tape

loading process. Frequently, a cassette

has to be run several times before a good

load occurs.
Although the taPe savg{oeo func-

tion within the computer is designed

well, tape hiss, droPouts, and other

forms of noise from low-cost tape can

cause problems. The use of high-quality
tapes may not solve the problem either

since distortion produced by inexpen-

sive cassette recorders can also make

tape loading a lrustrating experience'

The purpose of the "Z-Dubber" de-

scribed in this article is to improve tape

loading and also allow the user to reli-

ably copy a taPe.

The Tape Signals. An idealized pulse

train that drives the input ofthe cassette

is shown in Fig. 1A. A sYnc Pulse, or

clock burst, consists of four pulses' If
the data is a "one," the four pulses are

followed by a "silent period" of approx-

imately the same width as the series of
four pulses. A "zero" consists of eight

pulses, rather than four.
The purpose of this specialized wave-

form can be seett in Fig. 18. When the

pulses are played back into the comput-
lr, they are aPPlied to a one-shot

multivibrator within the multipurpose
chip. This circuit modifies the input (as

shown in Fig. 1B) by creating an "enve-

lope" ofthe pulse train' The four pulses

become one ilock pulse, which is used

to synchronize the loading sequence' A
gap after the clock pulse represents a
;one." However, when eight pulses oc-

cur, the period following the clock stays

at the same level as the clock and repre-

sents a "zero."
This scheme is said to be self-clock-

ing, and is very tolerant of playback

sp'eeds that are faster or slower than the

oiiginal recording speed. The data

strJam provides a series of evenlY

spaced cl,ock pulses, each of which is fol-
lowed by a data pulse. The synchroniza-
tion ciriuit in the computer waits until
the arrival of a clock pulse, then starts

looking for a "one" or a "zero'"
It would appear that missing or mis-

interpreted data bits are eliminated by

the conservative save,/load design'

However, the preceding explanation
gave no consideration to the distortion
introduced by the cassette recorder'

One of the principal reasons for tape-

loading diffrculties is that Sinclair'/
Timex does not supply or recommend a

particular cassette recorder for use in

ionjunction with its computer. As a re-

sult, virtually every conceivable make

and type of cassette recorder is being

used to save and load Sinclair,/Timex
program tapes.' 

The pulses shown in Fig' I A are those

applied- to the cassette recorder' The

iieal waveform from the earphone jack

of the cassette shown in Fig. 2A was

generated from the waveform shown in
Fig. ZB, the one that was used to make
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Fig. 1. ldealized putse train representing zeros and ones'
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the recording. Unfortunately, these ide-

al waveforms are seldom seen' Inade-

quate high-frequency response can pro-

duce a .istorted waveform such as that
shown in Fig. 3,A.. Notice that the area

where the one-zero information resides

is predominantly positive. Depending at

what level the computer makes its deci-

sion, the gap can become either a "one"
or a"zero." If one single bit is wrong, a

checksum error will occur at the end of
the tape, and it's rewind time again'

Poor transient and high-frequency re-

sponse combined can make the ideal

waveform look like Fig. 38' This is a

very common type of distortion created

by cassette recorders with a slow acting

automatic volume control circuit'
Another form of distortion common-

lv encountered is poor low-frequency
response that results in the tilt ofthe gap

u Fig. :c. This improper waveform can

cause the circuit to make an improper
one-zero decision'

The tystery Buzz. Just before the

computer starts to sAvE to a cassette' a

6O-Hz"btzz" occurs for a few seconds'

Some users have blamed this on "motor
noise" from the cassette. Actually, this

is the sound of vertical sync pulses leak-

ing out of the computer into the tape re-

.o-.d... The Z-Dubber circuit will filter
this noise below the level where it is

troublesome. However, when making

copies ofexisting tapes, it is a good idea

to fast-forward the tape past the point

where the buzz ceases.

Circuit Operation. As shown in the

schematic diagram on page 86, the cir-

cuit is designed around ICI, a qtad oy
erational amplifier. Only three sections

of the device are used' This particular

op amp was selected since it is able to

op.tuti efficiently when powered by

*1.5 volts.
The inPut at Pl, connects to the ear-

phone jack of the cassette recorder' Re-

ii.to. t1 provides a load for the record-

er audio, while R2 couples the signal
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Fig.2. Output of lClA is shown at (A), which is
amplified in IClB, whose output is at (B).

into an active filter formedby ICIA and
its associated components. This type of
circuit passes and amplifies the resonant
frequency, and attenuates all others.
The center frequency of lhe ICIA fiter
is approximately 3000 Hz, which ap-
pears to be the approximate frequency
of the recorded pulse bursts. This re-
sponds only to sine waves and ignores
dist,lrtion which appears between the
pulse bursts. The output of ICIA is
nearly ideal and is shown in Fig. 2A.
This is the signal that would have been
produced if there were no distortion
generated by the cassette recorder.

The output of IC1A, feeds the invert-
ing input of ICIB and appears greatly
amplified at the output of,IC.lB. A small
amount of the output is led back to the
noninverting input through R8. The
feedback provides a small amount of
hysteresis, which causes the circuit to
switch states slightly above and below
the centerline. The hysteresis prevents
this stage from switchifig at zero
cr+s:,ings and thus ignores "glitches"
an,j noise pulses which might get
through the active filter.

The output consists of a series of four
or eight square waves (depending on
whether a one or zero is present). The
signal is shown in Fig. 28 and is an exact
reproduction of the waveform which
originally made the recording. This out-
put is coupled to the computer input
jack via C5 and P2.

Since the original waveform has been
reproduced, it can be used to feed the
microphone inpfi (via PL3) of a second,
or "slave," cassette recorder. This can
be extremely useful for making backup
copies of machine-language programs
and other difficult-to-copy tapes. The

signal is led to the :lslave" recorder
through R I 0 andC6, with R1 / acting as

a voltage divider tolreduce the signal
level. This.is nccessary to prevent over-
loading the microphone input of the
slave recorder. The value ofresistor R11
can be incfeased or decreased if the re-
cording level for your cassette proves to
be too low o1 too high.

The noninverting input of ICIC is
pulled high by R12. Since the inverting

input is grounded, the output on pin 14

is also high. Thus, no current flows
through LEDI. However, when pulses

appear at the output of IClB, the cath-
ode of D2 is brought low. This causes

the output of IC I C to go low and allows
current to flow through the LED, thus
causing it to glow. When the pulses
make the cath ode of D2 go high, the rel-
atively slow discharge of C4 keeps the
noninverting input of ICIC low be-
tween data pulses. Thus, the output re-
mains low as long as data is passing
through ard LEDI steadily glows. This
is useful for setting the correct level of
the playback cassette.

Testing and Using. The circuit can be
wired point-to-point on perforated
board, or a pc board using the foil pat-
tern shown in Fig. 4 and the component
installation ofFig. 5 can be used.

Before installing the two AAA ce1ls,

set switch 51 to the or.l position. Con-
nect one lead of an ohmmeter to the
shielded braid of one of the cables
(ground). Measure the resistance to the
plus and minus battery terminals. The
reading should be in excess of 1000
ohms. [{'it is not, look for solder splash-
es, -.cmiconductors inserted backwards,
anil sr: on. Don't insert the batteries un-
til the condition is corrected.

With the LED, Bl and 82 correctll'

Fig.3. Three forms of distortion involving
poor transient and low- and high-frequency response.
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